
           
 
 
 
 
   Comments on OJD Discussion Paper February 2013 
 
We wish to express our grave concern that the NSW State Government has walked away from using 
regulation as a tool to control the spread of OJD. How then can the objectives of the Proposed 
Management Plan to be implemented from July 2013 realistically be achieved? We can only say the 
handling of this matter in the interests of the wellbeing of the sheep industry has been nothing but a 
disgrace. 
 
What WILL be achieved is the socialisation of a disease throughout NSW as a result of industry basing 
decisions on politics rather than science. How can the financial impact and the adverse animal health 
impacts on the sheep industry be reduced when the control of this endemic disease has been handed over 
to the industry itself which has totally divergent views on how the disease should be dealt with? 
 
It is, therefore, ESSENTIAL, that any revised OJD Management Program INCLUDE A MANDATORY SHEEP 
HEALTH STATEMENT that is both robust and simple and underpinned by the Fair Trading Act. 
 
The following information needs to be included in this Health Statement regarding OJD for sheep and wool 
producers to confidently ascertain the disease status of animals and the associated risks so producers can 
make INFORMED DECISIONS. 
 
1. Are the sheep vaccinated?-Yes...... No...... 
  before 16 weeks of age.....   after 16 weeks of age............. 
 
2. Property of origin- Born on property.......Purchased..... 
 If purchased, property of origin.................. 
 Health Statement from property/properties of origin?  Yes... No... 
 
3. How many sources of sheep have been introduced onto the property in last 3 years? 
 none.......no of mobs.........rams only...... 
 
4. Have the sheep been tested? Yes....... No.....    
 MAP testing......   PFC100 test............PFC350 test............ 
 Last tested: In last 12 months.............  2-5yrs...............>5 yrs................ 
 Results of testing:  positive:............  negative............... 
 
5. Sheep from a SheepMAP flock?   Yes....     Status...............          No of years with current Status........ 
 
6. Do you have abbattoir surveillance?    Yes........  No......   
 Result (Pos/Neg)...............Year of test.............. 
 
(NOTE:    It is inconsistent that people in the MAP program with MN2 or MN3 status are required to test 
their sheep annually if doing faecal culture and post mortem but people with MN1 status+ vaccination are 
not required to re-test. EVERYONE in the MAP program should be required to test annually or do a PCA100  
every 2 years to maintain their status) 
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There should also be formal recognition for regions that develop a Regional Biosecurity Plan and the ability 
of these regions to be able to negotiate trading opportunities with other States and regions that have 
Biosecurity Plans in place. 
          
We believe it is also essential that abattoir monitoring takes place to discern the prevalence of the disease 
in different areas throughout Australia and to identify OJD in its early stages in areas that currently do not 
appear to have the disease. 
 
As the scientific evidence shows that vaccinated sheep from an infected flock can continue to shed the 
bacteria then this information needs to be widely disseminated to the industry so that sheep purchasers 
are totally aware of the risks. 
 
If Australia gets Foot & Mouth disease will the control of the spread of foot and mouth be left to the 
industry to self-regulate!!!!???? 
 
yours faithfully 
 
 
New England producer 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 


